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most of the designed solar thermal
absorbers involve either costly materials
such as plasmonic noble metal nanostructures or extensive fabrication processes—
critical-point or freeze drying, with a poor
perspective of manufacturing cost and
scalability.[7–14] Moreover, the light-to-heat
conversion is commonly demonstrated
with membranes, paper, thin film-based
material systems, which need to be in
continual and direct contact with the
bulk water.[15–19] Hence, immense heat
losses persist in the nonevaporative part
of the bulk fluid driven by thermal diffusion.[10,20] Meanwhile, carbon-based solar
absorber materials are gaining attention
in view of its intrinsic broadband light
absorption, excellent photothermal conduction, and low thermal emission, which
is promising for efficient solar-driven
vaporization.[15,21,22] Furthermore, carbon
materials display good photostability in a
wide wavelength range, biodegradability, and low toxicity attributes that are essential for future technological translation.[23–26]
Different forms of carbon, i.e., carbon nanotubes, graphenebased aerogel, exfoliated graphite layer, etc., have been successfully developed as solar absorber materials.[19,27,28] However, the
carbon nanostructures are often susceptible to aggregation in
aqueous solution and are structurally fragile due to dynamic
fluid flow and volume variations stress. This has restricted the
materials lifetime associated to mechanical deterioration for
repetitive usage. Till date, there is no report on the design of
low-cost, mechanically robust, and self-contained, a truly heat
localized solar-vaporization sponge that can operate efficiently
in isolation, completely cut off from the bulk water supply.
Herein, we make use of an ultralight weight nitrogenenriched carbon sponge (CS), a 3D elastic cellular solid to soak
up water and perform efficient in situ photothermic vaporization. The CSs possess a favorable inbuilt structural hierarchy
with mesoporous fibers that are seamlessly interconnected to
form elastic macroporous open cells. We exploit the sponge
capillary action to wick and confine the liquid within the
vicinity of perpetually hot spots so as to deliberately isolate from
the bulk water body. By doing so, the bulk water heat losses
are eliminated and markedly enhanced in situ photothermic
vaporization can be realized. Notably, the hierarchical cellular

Solar vaporization has received tremendous attention for its potential in
desalination, sterilization, distillation, etc. However, a few major roadblocks
toward practical application are the high cost, process intensive, fragility of
solar absorber materials, and low efficiency. Herein an inexpensive cellular
carbon sponge that has a broadband light absorption and inbuilt structural
features to perform solitary heat localization for in situ photothermic vaporization is reported. The defining advantages of elastic cellular porous sponge
are that it self-confines water to the perpetually hot spots and accommodates
cyclical dynamic fluid flow-volume variable stress for practical usage. By
isolating from bulk water, the solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency is increased
by 2.5-fold, surpassing that of conventional bulk heating. Notably, complementary solar steam generation-induced electricity can be harvested during
the solar vaporization so as to capitalize on waste heat. Such solar distillation and waste heat-to-electricity generation functions may provide potential
opportunities for on-site electricity and fresh water production for remote
areas/emergency needs.

Solar-driven vaporization is emerging as one of the most promising solar thermal technologies for its potential applications
in domestic water heating, purification, distillation, seawater
desalination, and electricity generation.[1–6] Though significant progress has been made to enhance solar mediated water
evaporation based on heat harvesting by solar thermal absorber
materials, many challenges remain to be overcome. Seemingly,
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Figure 1. Morphologies and characterizations of CS. a) Photograph of a piece of CS. b) Photograph of a CS block standing on the bubble balloon.
c) SEM images of CS, inset: corresponding cross-sectional image of CS fibrils. d) High-resolution XPS spectra of CS for N 1s. e) Schematic diagrams
of the CS fibril. f) Transmittance and reflectance spectra of CS. g) AFM image of the CS fibril on a silicon substrate and the probe current signal profile
along the blue line of the CS fibril SThM image in Figure S14b in the Supporting Information.

pore structure of the CS is essential in maintaining its viability
in water wicking-holding and consequently its elasticity capabilities to adapt the mechanical water absorption–expansion
and evaporation–contraction stress. Subsequently, we present
the first ever demonstration of the self-contained CS for solardriven interfacial water evaporation distillation and complementary waste heat-to-energy generation. Prototypes of smallform outdoor photothermic solar distillation systems based
on our CS are also shown both on land and water bodies. This
work provides a new opportunity for generating fresh water,
and electricity, on-site/on-demand which is especially attractive
for remote rural areas.
Scalable CS is easily prepared by a straightforward thermal
carbonization of a low-cost melamine polymer precursor. CS
presents an ideal nonaggregated porous structure of carbon
fibrils network with open-cell pores for nonrestrictive mass
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transfer. The as-prepared monolithic block of cellular sponge
possesses in-built elastic, ultralightweight and structural
hierarchy with mesoporous fibers that are seamlessly interconnected to form a macroporous open cell (Figure 1a–c).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in Figure 1c
reveal that the CS inherits reticulated cellular network with tunable open-cell pores dimension and diameter of the fibrils. The
average pore sizes of 55, 45, and 25 µm were achieved under
carbonization temperatures of 500, 700, and 900 °C which is
referred to as CS55, CS45, and CS25, respectively (Figures S1
and S2, Supporting Information). The concave triangular crosssection fibrils were formed during the carbonization process.
Noticeably, the diameter of the fibrils decreased from ≈2.1 µm
(CS55), 1.6 µm (CS45) to 1.3 µm (CS25) (Figure 1c and Figure
S1, Supporting Information, insets). N2 adsorption–desorption
measurements obtained from CS25 gave a specific surface area
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of 551.1 m2 g−1, pore size distribution of 1–4 nm, and total pore
volume of 0.096 cm3 g−1 (Figure S3, Supporting Information),
suggesting mesoporous fibrils. The formation of mesopores is
attributed to the nitrogen atoms released as N2 and NH3 gases
during the carbonization process.[29]
The chemical compositions of melamine polymer precursor
and CSs were also confirmed by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometry and energy dispersive X-ray. FTIR data
suggest an enhancement in degree of carbonization in the
CSs (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The elemental analysis results (Figure S5 and Table S1, Supporting Information)
indicate that CSs are carbon and nitrogen-rich products. The
chemical states of the CS25 are clearly distinguished based
on X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis presented
in Figure 1d and Figure S6 in the Supporting Information. In
the N1s spectrum, it can be fitted into four peaks using the
Gaussian method, which indicated four components attributed
to pyridinic nitrogen (N-6), pyrrolic (N-5), quaternary (N-Q),
and oxidized pyridinic nitrogen (N-X).[30,31] The characteristic
graphitic feature in the CSs is also confirmed by Raman data
and X-ray diffraction spectra (Figures S7 and S8, Supporting
Information, and the detailed analysis next to the figures). In
addition, incomplete ring-layered nanostructured carbon is
seen from transmission electron microscopy image (Figure S9,
Supporting Information), which reveals distinctive presence of
semi-ordered carbonaceous material. Based on the aforementioned findings, the CS is identified as a nitrogen-enriched
carbonaceous material inherited from melamine polymer precursor, which enables vital functions of enhanced light harvesting and improved wettability.[15,32] Besides, rich nitrogen
atoms in the graphitic matrix may have led to the favorable
formation of kinks (semi-ordered carbon segments) which
could exhibit a certain degree of plastic deformation, bearing
the elasticity nature of the CS (Figure 1e).[33] The high elasticity
attribute is critical in preventing water cavitation or collapse of
the CS pores under pressure and allowing it to buffer shape
changes under dynamic fluid flow.
The CS (with a thickness of 4 mm) exhibits extremely small
optical transmittance (≈0.1%) and reflectance (≈3–5%) in the
visible and near infrared regions, indicating the large optical
extinction of the CS (Figure 1f).[9,15] The large extinction owes
to the optical absorption of the graphitic carbon and the light
scattering from the nanoscale fibrils that increases the optical
path length within the CS. The large optical extinction characteristic of the foam structure associated with the excellent
photothermal activity of carbon makes CS a desirable candidate for solar steam generation. With such a high absorption
capability, the CS has potential to produce high photothermal
efficiency. Scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) based on
atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique was employed
to probe thermal properties at the nanoscale level.[34–36] The
concave triangular cross-section of the carbon fibril can be
observed by AFM tapping-mode (Figure 1g and Figure S10,
Supporting Information). In conductivity contrast microscopy
mode, a CS45 fibril on the silicon substrate was imaged using
the nanothermal probe. The apparent probe current signal (ΔI)
of carbon fibril can be detected from the silicon substrate with
a set probe voltage of 250 mV heating the probe tip (Figure 1g).
Three other common carbon materials with different thermal
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conductivity—carbon black, carbon nanotubes, and graphite
were also scanned under the same conditions in order to estimate the thermal conductivity of CS (Figures S11–S13, Supporting Information). The corresponding relative probe current
profiles across the conductivity maps (Figure S14, Supporting
Information) indicate that the probe current signal of the CS45
fibril is similar to graphite, which is regarded as one of the high
thermal conductive carbon materials.[37] Hence, our CS samples are capable of speeding up heat conduction and transfer
from CS to water essential for solar vaporization.
The outstanding light absorption of CS provides unique
opportunities for developing highly efficient solar–thermal systems.[16,38] As a proof of concept, we demonstrate solar-driven
water evaporation using the CS. Under solar radiation, the CS
can efficiently heat up the air/water interface region and generate steady stream of steam escaping from the CS surface
(Figure S15 and Movie S1, Supporting Information). Highspeed camera is also employed to enable real-time monitoring
of the steam generation (Figure S16, Supporting Information).
Zooming into the surface of the CS, mist or aerosol vapor droplets, often referred to wet steam are observed to be generated
and escaped to the ambient continuously (Movie S2, Supporting Information). By collecting the condensed water, distillation and water purification are viable using sunlight as the
sole energy source. Next, the open-cell structure with high wettability fibrils of the CS that forms interconnected pore channels is demonstrated to efficiently wick the bulk water to the
surface of CS by capillary force (Figure 2a). The red-ink water is
readily wicked and transported to the top of the CS. Evidently,
a white piece of tissue paper placed on the CS turned red due
to the soaking of the wicked red-ink water. Hence, the superior
capillary action of the CS ensures continuous replenishment
of water supply to the hot regions for enhanced photothermic
vaporization. Moreover, the open cellular structure of CS is
proven to be highly elastic with perfect shape recovery after
compression (Figure 2b). The elasticity attribute is essential for
sustenance of volume variation buffering during cyclical water
absorption–expansion and evaporation–contraction process.
Due to its lightweight nature, the CS stays afloat at the
water–air interface to enable interfacial water heating under
light irradiation, evidently shown in the temperature-distance
plot (Figure 2c,d and Figure S17, Supporting Information).
Clearly, the CS displays localized sharp increase in temperature
profile in contrast to a homogeneous water temperature profile
that suggests bulk water heating in the absence of CS. Next,
the evaporation rates of the CSs were quantified by measuring
the weight loss of water with time (Figure 2e and Figure S18,
Supporting Information). The rate of the evaporation for blank,
CS55, CS45, and CS25 are 0.44, 1.12, 1.15, and 1.31 kg m−2 h−1
after 1 h evaporation stabilization. The respective conversion efficiencies (η) are calculated to be 25%, 72%, 74%, and
85% (Equations (S1) and (S2), Supporting Information). It is
apparent that CS improves the solar–thermal conversion efficiency for steam generation. Amongst the various open-cell
pore dimensions, the smallest pore size of 25 µm shows the
highest water evaporation rate of 1.31 kg m−2 h−1. The attained
evaporation rate is three times higher than that of bare water
(blank) and 14–17% higher than that of CSs with larger pore
size due to its denser fibrils network. Moreover, the surface
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Figure 2. a) Photograph of red-ink water and several layers of tissue placed on the top of CS25 before wicking. Lower: The side and top views of the
CS25 after wicking the red ink. b) Photographs of a block of CS25 compressed by fingertips. c) The schematic illustration of solar steam generation.
d) Temperature profiles of water–air interface with and without CS25 under light irradiation for 30 min at an optical density of 1 kW m−2. The evaporation
rates e) and surface temperature changes f) of different CS over time at an optical density of 1 kW m−2. g) Stability and reusability of CS25 for steam
generation.

temperature of CS is ≈47 °C which is ≈14.4 °C higher than
that of bulk water without CSs (Figure 2f). The results indicate
heat localization or confinement at the evaporative CS surface
minimized heat loss and augmented solar–thermal conversion efficiency. Furthermore, the CS is mechanically stable and
robust for reusability and recycling without obvious degradation of water evaporation ability (Figure 2g). In a nutshell, the
CS delivers broadband optical absorption and desirable in built
structural features for solar heat localization, water transportvapor escape accessibilities, and elastic matrix for durable solardriven water evaporation performance.
To further explore the influence of localized heating on
vaporization, we examined CS in four operation modes: contact (sinking, suspending, and floating) and completely isolated
(containing) from the bulk water (Figure 3a–d and Figures S19
and S20, Supporting Information). In the context of CS in
contact with the bulk water, the vaporization rates under
1 sun in the sinking, suspending, and floating configurations
were determined to be 0.77, 1.18, and 1.39 kg m−2 h−1, respectively, which correspond to conversion efficiencies of 47%,
76%, and 90%, competitive with other carbon-based materials.
(Figure 3e and Table S2, Supporting Information). Accordingly,
their infrared images (Figure 3h–j) and respective temperature
profiles (Figure 3f) were obtained. In the sinking configuration,
the CS exhibits a uniform temperature distribution that implies
bulk water heating scheme (Figure 3f, olive and Figure S21,
Supporting Information). Due to the entire immersion of CS in
water, the bulk water not only obstructs the light penetration and
vapor exchange resulting in lower light absorbance and water
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evaporation but also adversely transfers thermal heat to the bulk
water leading to the excessive energy losses and decrease in
vaporization efficiency. Comparatively, the considerably higher
vaporization efficiencies of the suspending and floating CS
indicate enhanced heat localization as opposed to the sinking
CS. As such, heat is seen to concentrate on the surface of the
suspending and floating CS at the air–water interface while
the bulk water is conserved at a lower temperature (Figure 3f,
orange and blue). It is noted that the temperature of the bulk
water for the floating CS is lower than that of the suspending
CS because of the reduction of contact area which diminishes
the heat transfer between the CS and bulk water. Also, the
highest temperature attained by the floating CS is observed to
be lower than the suspending CS attributed to the higher surface evaporation. Considering both the lower bulk temperature
and higher surface evaporation factors, the floating CS indeed
displays the highest vaporization efficiency among the three
configurations where CS are in contact with the bulk water.
Coming to the containing mode (i.e., completely isolated
from the bulk water), we are motivated to further localize the
heat. We exploit the CS to directly wick and confine water
within its hierarchical cellular pore structure to perform in
situ photothermic vaporization (Figure 3d and Figure S20,
Supporting Information). In this way, the CS serves as a
truly heat localized solar-vaporization sponge that operates
in seclusion. Thus, the bulk water heat losses are largely
phased out, leading to consequential photothermic vaporization. Notably, the surface temperature of CS (Figure 3f,
purple) is the highest among all other configurations due to
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Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of CS in various configurations a) sinking, b) suspending, c) floating, and d) containing. e) The evaporation mass loss
of sinking, suspending, and floating CS over time. f) Temperature profiles of the marked lines in infrared images (h–k) of different configurations after
30 min light irradiation. g) The evaporation mass loss comparison of CS in contact and completely isolated from bulk water. The insets show selfcontained CS volume change with evaporation time.

the unsurpassed localized interfacial heating effect. This corroborates with the significant enhancement in vaporization
rate of CS in the containing configuration as compared to
that in the water (Figure 3g). The vaporization rate increases
up to 118% in the first 80 min, after which the increment
attenuate to 103.3% in the next 80 min owing to the excessive reduction of water contained in the CS. Importantly, the
CS is able to regain its high vaporization rate of 118% upon
water replenishment (Figure S22, Supporting Information).
One other observation is that the CS shrinks along with the
decreasing water content and conversely swells to recover to its
original state after water replenishment. This is ascribed to its
favorable elastic and hydrophilic fibrils network of cellular pore
structure, which manifests as a mechanically outstanding and
reusable sponge. All these findings unambiguously demonstrate
the true localized interfacial heating of self-contained CS
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which presents an energy- and cost-efficient strategy for
solar-driven vaporization.
Given the steam generation capability of the CS, we are
interested in scavenging the dynamic mechanical and temperature fluctuations for waste energy-to-electricity conversion.
To do this, we used a ferroelectric fluoropolymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) to harvest the thermomechanical
responses from the CS solar-vaporization (Figure 4a),[39]
which is the first demonstration of solar steam generationinduced electric potential. The coupling of the pyroelectric
and piezoelectric effects is measured via heating–cooling and
slight oscillation of PVDF film during the evaporation transition. The electrical signal outputs of CS undergoing water
evaporation-induced piezo-pyroelectric responses and the
temperature variations are recorded in Figure 4b–d. The
maximum open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current (Isc)
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Figure 4. a) Schematic diagram of steam generation-induced electric potential by CS25. b) The temperature fluctuations of the PVDF film surface. The
piezo-pyroelectric output currents c) and voltages d) of the PVDF films during the evaporation process.

obtained are −80 nA and −20 V, respectively (Figure 4c,d),
which is resulted from the temperature fluctuation derived
from heating–cooling variation of PVDF film (Figure 4b).
The close matching of the measured electrical signal and the
temperature change experienced by the PVDF film, as shown
in Figure S23 in the Supporting Information, suggests that
the pyroelectric effect is the predominant mechanism which is
schematically presented in Figure S24 in the Supporting Information.[39,40] The heating–cooling variation originates from the
fluctuations of the generated steam caused by natural air flow,
as shown in Movie S1 in the Supporting Information. Water
vapor that reaches the surface of PVDF film, condenses to form
numerous tiny water droplets and releases heat to the PVDF
film. When the vapor drifts away, the local humidity around the
PVDF film decreases and the tiny water droplets would quickly
evaporate bringing about cooling to the PVDF film.[39,41] The
peak output voltage, current, and power were measured using
an external loading resistance (Figure S25, Supporting Information). As the loading resistance increases, the output current decreases, while the output voltage increases (Figure S25a,
Supporting Information). The calculated output power ascends
and then descends with the increase of the loading resistance
(Figure S25b, Supporting Information) and the highest output
power of 240.7 µW m−2 was obtained. This approach provides
an alternative strategy to harvest waste energy from solar vaporization for electricity generation, which effectively utilizes sustainable sunlight to trigger temporal motion and temperature
dynamism.
To explore practical application of CS, outdoor water evaporation experiments were carried out to validate the solar steam
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generation under natural sunlight conditions.[17,42] A model
house of dimensions 40 cm × 30 cm × 35 cm was constructed
using transparent acrylic to perform solar vaporization rate of selfcontained CSs (Figure 5a). The infrared image of the Figure 5b
shows heat localization of the CS which can effectively be
employed as a photothermic sponge for solar steam distillation.
Figure 5c shows the various measurements taken on a partly
sunny day with roaming cloud (from 10:50 a.m. to 1:50 p.m.,
19 April 2017), which caused the solar flux to vary dramatically
(≈150–1200 W m−2). The outdoor time-dependent solar intensity was monitored while the corresponding CS surface and
ambient temperatures as well as the evaporation mass changes
were recorded (Figure 5c). Under the real sun and sky condition, it is apparent that a bare and completely exposed CS shows
an efficient solar–thermal conversion which can easily reach to
more than 78 °C in 20 min (Figure S26, Supporting Information). And when the CS was soaked up with water and then
placed inside the constructed solar still, the temperature can
nonetheless reach up to 48.5 °C (Figure 5c, blue). The surface
temperature of the self-contained CS was observed to be consistently higher than the ambient air temperature after 5 min
of sunlight irradiation (Figure 5c, olive). It can also be observed
that the CS temperature varied with the solar intensity. During
the extended period of intermittent cloud cover at 70–110 min
period, the self-contained CS temperature dipped by 6.4 °C,
after which it picked up fairly rapid when the solar intensity
is back to 1 sun owing to reasonably rapid interfacial heating
characteristics of CS. This attribute is particularly useful for
regions with ever changing solar insolation due to cloud cover
etc. since it can benefit from fast localized interfacial heating
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Figure 5. a) Photograph and b) infrared image of the solar still after 30 min sun irradiation. c) The solar intensity spectra, evaporation mass loss, and
synchronous temperature changes of CS surface and ambient air under the sun from 10:50 a.m. to 1:50 p.m. on 19 April 2017 at National University
of Singapore, Kent Ridge campus. d) Schematic diagrams of a model house solar still. Schematic diagrams e) and photograph of a pyramid solar still
floating on water. g) The photograph of condensate water in the troughs of the pyramid solar still.

to expedite photothermic vaporization. Notably, the water mass
change showed continuous decrease regardless of the cloud
cover. The maximum water evaporation rate of 1.15 kg m−2 h−1
is achieved with an effective area of 0.0819 m2 (Figure 5c,
orange) which is of lower evaporation rate than that of the laboratory measurements. This is expected since the real outdoor
conditions are subjected to varying incident solar flux which
resulted in a decrease evaporation rate.[1]
Furthermore, two potential simple and passive prototypes
for solar distillation and condensate collection are presented
herein. The model house with collection troughs and bottles as
well as a pyramid solar still with side length of 16 cm with condensate collection troughs and bag was designed for land and
water applications, respectively (Figure 5d–f and Figures S27
and S28, Supporting Information). Evidently, condensate water
droplets can be observed in the collection troughs (Figure 5g).
Consider the low-cost and portability, the passive solar stills
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show practical feasibility of localized vaporization under
ambient outdoor conditions, especially valuable for remote
rural regions or areas experiencing emergency situations and
natural disasters where drinking water supply is temporarily
interrupted.
In summary, we have demonstrated high-efficiency in situ
consequential photothermic vaporization by employing scalable 3D elastic cellular nitrogen-enriched CS. The CS has a
broadband optical absorption and desirable inbuilt elastic cellular pore structure that maintains its viability in wickingholding of water and accommodating cyclical dynamic fluid
flow-volume variable stress. The self-contained CS serves as
a truly heat localized solar-vaporization sponge that confines
water to the perpetually hot spots. By doing so, excessive heat
losses to nonevaporative bulk water that limit the efficiency
of vaporization are eliminated. Notably, the self-contained CS
also exhibits solar steam generation-induced electric potential,
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where thermomechanical responses are harvested for successive actuation of ferroelectric films. We have also demonstrated
localized photothermic vaporization under ambient outdoor
conditions using simple prototypes. This work suggests that
the cost-effective CS may be used to supplement the existing
solar desalination technology by triggering localized steam generation well below the boiling point. In the context where water
supply infrastructures are poor and settings are off-grid/remote,
photothermic distillation/desalination and energy generation is
an economical alternative owing to its potentially low maintenance requirements, low capital investment, and portability.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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